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Abstract
Chronic pain is a usual phenomenon in persons living with spinal cord injury (SCI). Populations with spinal cord
injury (SCI) have an increased risk of depression, anxiety, pain, and poorer quality of life (QoL). This systematic
review aimed to identify interventional research regarding the care provided for people with SCI during rehabilitation and synthesize the evidence of the effects and characteristics of these studies regarding their effects on
depression, anxiety, pain, and poorer quality of life (QoL). Databases (Cochrane, MEDLINE, Embase, PsycINFO)
were reviewed from the 1st October 2020 to January 2021. Twelve papers met the inclusion criteria, and demonstrated a range of results of interventions delivered individually, in a group format, in person, and online. Only
seven studies reported significant reductions in pain-related outcomes (with moderate effect sizes), with the
remaining studies (n = 5) demonstrating no change. Four studies described reductions in depressive symptoms
and five reported reductions in anxiety. Quality of life was assessed in six studies although in only four studies
significant gains were found. Study quality ranged from high to low/weak. This review found promising evidence that some approaches for people with SCI can improve their pain relief and psychosocial adaptation (pain
management program, cognitive Behavioral therapy, mindfulness, exercise, psychological education, transcranial direct current stimulation). Although significant methodological limitations weakened study findings. Additionally, studies were conducted in only a few developed countries with subgroups of patients having specific
illness characteristics or severity, therefore their generalizability to the wider SCI population is uncertain. Consequently, future research should adopt more robust study designs to test interventions targeting pain relief and
the psychological well-being of patients with SCI with different socio-cultural backgrounds and psychological
adjustment conditions in the early stages of rehabilitation.
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Spinal cord injury (SCI) leads to sensory motor deficits that are partial or complete (1). Populations with
SCI usually face secondary complications such as psy-
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chological complications at an increased rate then the
general population (a 22,2% of this population is affected by depression and anxiety) (2) in addition to a
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downsized Quality of life (3). Research also supports
that there is a a mutually reinforcing relationship between chronic pain and depression in this population
(4). In this population besides the secondary complications the primary issue that affects this group of patients is chronic pain, that also appears to be resilient to
pharmacological treatment (5).
Research has begun to investigate the role of interventions (physical and psychological) in improving
pain and psychosocial outcomes after spinal cord injury. However, the benefits and side effects of non-pharmacological treatments remain unclear (6). Studies
have investigated the effects of non-pharmacological
interventions in the treatment of chronic pain; however, they show deficiencies in their design. A particular
problem is the use of inappropriate control interventions, such as waiting lists. It has been shown that in
direct comparisons, placebo interventions tend to be
superior to untreated or waiting list control interventions, especially for related to pain variables (7).
At present, it is therefore difficult to make decisions
regarding the use of non-pharmacological treatments
for chronic pain in people with SCI. Therefore, the objectives of this systematic review were:
• To synthesize and critically evaluate the available
quantitative and qualitative data on the effects of interventions on pain and the results related to pain, depression, stress and quality of life in people with SCI.
• Make specific recommendations for future research
based on existing knowledge of the present literature.
Methods
Studies included participants living with Spinal Cord
Injury, regardless of age, gender, and severity of disability. Both traumatic and non-traumatic injuries were
included. Studies involving participants with other
conditions were included if the results from the Spinal
Cord Injury subgroup were presented separately from
the other groups. Also included were studies in which
interventions were performed within a hospital setting
or health facilities.
Non-pharmacological study interventions were defined as experimental treatments that did not involve
medication or any other active substance. Eligible
treatments included surgery, exercise, acupuncture,
massage, joint mobilization, relaxation training, heat

therapy (hot or cold application), static magnetic field
therapy, brain stimulation, and psychological or behavioral therapies, as well as psychosocial (e.g. therapy, skills training, psychological education, supportive
intervention, counseling, counseling, visual imaging,
hypnotic therapy). However, studies on other interventions, such as the use of durable equipment, were
only considered if the focus was on treating people
with chronic pain.
While studies that included single or combined psychosocial approaches such as Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy, skills training, psychological training, supportive interventions or counseling were also included. These psychosocial interventions were carried out
within the usual care framework for people with SCI.
where also pharmacological and medical treatments
may be provided.
This systematic review includes other interventions
such as stress reduction techniques through mindfulness, meditation, yoga, conscious mobility, awareness
in daily life, and breathing techniques that are not
included as documented psychological therapies or,
as well as psychosocial approaches. Interventions involving consciousness as part or all of the intervention
were included in this review.
Control interventions included active pharmacological or non-pharmacological treatments, placebo interventions or waiting list groups.
Results
Twelve papers met the inclusion criteria (8-20), and
demonstrated a range of results of interventions delivered individually, in a group format, in person, and
online. Only seven studies reported significant reductions in pain-related outcomes (with moderate effect
sizes), with the remaining studies (n = 5) demonstrating no change. Four studies described reductions in
depressive symptoms and five reported reductions
in anxiety. Quality of life was assessed in six studies
although in only four studies significant gains were
found. Study quality ranged from high to low/weak.
The heterogeneity and methodological flaws of the
studies would not allow the generalizability of the
findings and their effectiveness. Nevertheless, ten of
those examined the depression symptoms, ten of them
measured stress, nine studies examined pain while six
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studies examined quality of life.
A study found transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) to be superior to a fake intervention but
the overall evidence shows a vague positive result on
chronic pain in patients with SCI. Exercise as an intervention for chronic pain was beneficial but still had
methodological flaws (blinding and randomising).
Moreover, studies on chronic pain which utilized control groups without any therapy or waiting list groups
were found to be problematic because they would
have different outcomes even compared with placebo
interventions.
In psychosocial interventions alone or with mindfulness, focusing on pain reduction or quality of life,
demonstrated short term outcomes in comparison
with other interventions (exercise) and they were less
effective. Nevertheless, the outcomes were not clear
because of the heterogeneity of the different approaches and assessment tools used in every study and it was
difficult to explain the underlying therapeutic mechanism (if any). Unexpectedly, a cognitive behavioral
therapy was generally adopted from most researchers
utilizing psychosocial interventions and it might be the
reason for these studies to have beneficial outcomes.
The findings of the present review showed that there is
need for further research in order to positively support
the use of mindfulness in favor of other interventions.
Despite the firm application of literature review
methods and the methodologic assessment as well,

there are certain limitations to be taken into consideration. There is a chance that during literature research,
selection bias was introduced due to not selected studies which should be included, mainly because they
were not published in peer review issues. Another limitation was the presence of only one reviewer.
Conclusions
Overall, this review found promising evidence that
some approaches for people with SCI can improve their
pain relief and psychosocial adaptation (pain management program, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, mindfulness, exercise, psychological education, transcranial
direct current stimulation). Nevertheless, significant
methodological limitations weakened study findings.
Additionally, studies were conducted only in a few
developed countries with subgroups of patients having specific illness characteristics or severity, therefore
their generalizability to the wider SCI population is
uncertain. Consequently, future research should adopt
more robust study designs to test interventions targeting pain relief and the psychological well-being of patients with SCI with different socio-cultural, economic,
clinical backgrounds and psychological adjustment
conditions in the early stages of rehabilitation. Such programs should be evidence-based, cost effective and with
a standardized protocol in order for them to be easily
applied into the inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation
schemes by health professionals. A
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